Cheetah Outpost
- Cool / out of the weather
- Secluded
- Includes tactile opportunities
- Benches / seating
- Naked Mole Rat exhibit is dark and quiet
- Access to secluded patio areas
- Escape from animal noises and smells

Cafe Africa - Elephant Viewing Patio
- Shaded
- Secluded
- Chairs / seating
- Quiet if no one is using

Lemur Viewing / Amphitheater
- Sandwiched between amphitheater and lemur habitat
- Shaded
- Secluded from crowd
- Benches / seating

Bear Viewing
- Somewhat shaded
- Vending machines
- Not usually very crowded
- Little/no animal noises or smells
Pond Viewing
- Bench seating
- Calming view of water/pond
- Secluded from animals and people

Conservation Learning Center Pond Viewing
- Very secluded
- Calming view of water/pond
- Usually shaded

Pygmy Slow Loris Habitat
- Very secluded
- Shaded area
- Dark
- The hut blocks out much of the animal/crowd noises
- Usually not crowded, only a few guests can enter at a time due to the narrow pathway
The color of the sections above corresponds to the color of the area they are located. Each Quiet Zone is marked by a ★.